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The current potential of the real estate market in the country has given vent to many opportunist
opportunities and a positive mind set and profitable business to investors. The prediction that â€œThe
Indian realty sector will grow from $12 billion in 2005 to $90 billion by 2015â€• came soon after Indiaâ€™s
realty market saw folds on increase in the capital investment.

The Real estate developers in pune knew the potential in the real estate trading and thus Real
Estate trade of Pune started witnessing tides of growth. The growth though started back in late 90's
but it was when the IT and connected corporations started establishing and nurturing their base at
this place, the Property for sale in pune became a lucrative asset. Pune saw an increasing demand
of quality residential areas, luxury apartments in Pune and availability for huge land parcel. It was
this place that witnessed trends like integrated townships and saw luxury apartments in pune
throughout. These days there are several townships springing up, that are changing the material of
town.

The advancement of technology has enabled many Real estate developers in pune to build
apartments and exquisite duplex penthouses that are loaded with all the luxurious enhancements,
security systems, and in fact branded furniture. Furthermore to increase the convenience of the
buyer and add an aesthetic touch, these flats are abreast with eco-friendly inclusions such as
Rainwater Harvesting systems, Solar Panels to heat water, etc.

But a daily, recently reported that the market has seen a slide down in this fiscal of the year. And
therefore to woo the customers in a sluggish property market, realtors are putting extra effort to
make value additions in their offerings. The realtors offering luxury apartments in pune are trying to
load it with state of art equipments and branded furniture.

As per the records the real estate market generated revenue in 2010-11 worth $ 66.8 billion and is
expected to grow to an approx of $ 180 billion by 2020. The majority of the real estate market, about
80%, comprises of the residential segment and everybody is aiming to leverage the potential of this
sector.

Real Estate costs in Pune have continuously been on an upswing because of the newest
development in industrial furthermore as residential sector and especially luxury apartments in pune.

But the fact that last fiscal saw a dip in the Realty market due to economic crunch and somewhat
oversupply in a few cases and a sluggish demand. And hence the Real estate companies are
looking forward for providing value additions especially in their residential offerings to attract
customers.
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